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Things that start with v for kindergarten

V is a delicate letter, especially as an initial. This is a relatively rare letter, but without the obvious xylophones or other rare zebras. This makes vocabulary (hey, our first V-word!) very important: otherwise, the V words are too easy to miss. Words that start with V for kids This list of words that start with V for children is built to help students connect that sound to the symbol, then
connect the symbol to words, phrases and all written language. We went beyond a simple list of words to offer attractive V-letter activities to students at all grade levels, too. For such a rare letter, V provides many simple monosyllables suitable for your youngest learners. At this level, the priority is to help students make the connection between a sound they hear and a shape on a
page. Van: Large vehicle to transport goods or lots of peopleVast: Very large or hugeVat: Large open jar or basinVault: To jump overVeer: To turn stronglyVent: Hole to let in or out the airSt: Piece of clothing like a sleeveless shirtVine: Plant with long stems that grow around objects or up wallsVow: Serious and formal PromiseVowel: Letters , E, I, O, you and sometimes Y in the
English alphabetThe link between spoken sound and written symbol is the cornerstone of linguistic development. We've created a trace-the-letter activity below, designed to help your little learners make this very important link. View and download PDF As your first-year students begin to read, they should begin to recognize the letter V. Strengthening this entry with a list of
recognizable words supports their growing literacy. Valley: Plain between hills or mountainsVeil: Lace or wispy fabric to cover the face, like that of a bride at a weddingVein: Blood vessel leading to the heartVerge: Edge, limitVery: Lots, a large amount or a degree of somethingVet: A short for veterinarian, an animal doctorView: To look, or a way to look at somethingVoice: Its done
with mouth and breath : Little hairy field mouseVote: To show your preference, take part in an electionSimple V words like these support literacy. To help your students with the word-concept connection, go around images of valleys, edges and sails. Encourage them to point out what words they see. The second year is usually the point where your students' vocabulary starts to
catch up. Encourage this connection by using words that your students are likely to encounter in a daily conversation or reading. Vacant: Empty, containing nothingVenom: Poison by the bite of an animal or stingVideo: Visual part of a recorded programVillage: Small townVillain: Bad guy, antagonistVirus: Pathogenic MicrobeVital: Important, crucialVixen: Female Fox or a feisty
womanVocal: From or having to do with the voiceVolume: Area filled with something, especially itsIn our glorious digital age, your 2nd 2nd 2nd will probably already be familiar with videos, viruses and volume. For the rest, encourage them to draw and build to express their ideas of these words. Creative play helps to make abstract concepts, such as new vocabulary, real for
young minds. At this stage of a child's upbringing, familiarity fosters understanding. Our vocabulary list may include words your students already know, but the satisfaction they get in recognizing them helps strengthen their understanding. Vacate: To empty, leaveValue: Value, Fair PriceVegetable: Edible Part of a PlantVelvet: Soft Blur FabricStige: Remnant, RemainsVial: Small
glass container for liquids, especially in chemistryVile: Bad, wrong, disgustingVision: Sense of sightVoyage: Long tripVulture: Bald Bird who eats rotten meatWith the 3rd year students, you can start discussing the connections of the real world For example, you can talk about leaving in the context of the holidays and how they represent leaving one place to go to another. Starting
in Grade 4, it's time to start engaging your students with the utmost importance of the words they learn. They have matured enough to understand that words build sentences and sentences build stories. Venture: Attempt, in particular something demanding or dangerousVersion: A variation of a particular thingVessel: Empty container for something; by extension, a boatVia: By way
ofVictor: WinnerVilla: Great FarmVintage: Age of something, especially wineVirtue: Good thing about something, positive qualityVolley: Prolonged exchange of shots in sports such as tennis or in warfareVolt: Electricity measurementThese words were specifically chosen because they are rich in contextual meaning. Via comes directly from Latin and can be used to start a
conversation about the importance of Latin roots in English. Ship can be used to illustrate the evolution of the meaning of a word, from an empty container to the necessarily empty nature of a sailboat. Volley is an example of a word with the same meaning in two radically different contexts: sport and combat. The comparative rarity of V makes every word that starts with it special. If
you can inspire your students to see words in this way, you will have helped them become language learners throughout their lives. For more enrichment of vocabulary and etymology, take a look at our words starting with N! Note the new nuggets of novel verbiage by exploring one of the most common consonants of English. B.A. English and Theatre Find more resources You're
in the right place if you're looking for fun, engaging and exciting letter V activities to do with toddlers, preschoolers and kindergartners. Our activities are widely used by teachers, moms, fathers, child care providers, etc. for learning and teaching while being fun for children! All our activities are available free of charge and are free to print and share. Share. below to begin with.
Letter V Arts and Crafts Valentines! Make a Valentine's Day from red, pink or white paper. Cut V into a newspaper and paste them on Valentine's Day. Find magazine photos or draw images starting with the V sound on Valentine's Day. Ask your child to tag the images with invented spelling (or correct spelling for older children). Your child should say the word a few times so that
he can listen to the sound at the beginning, middle and end of the word. Your child should guess how the word is spelled and write his guess letter under each image. V is for Velcro Make two pieces of felt for circle time and put Velcro on them so you can stick the two Vs together. Take it apart and talk about Velcro and the letter V during the circle time. Alternatively, let the
children decorate the letter V with Velcro cutouts. V Collage Materials: Purple Construction Paper Velvet Glue Directions: Cut 1 V of purple construction paper, per child, labeled. Cut the velvet into small pieces. Let the kids stick velvet on V. Day of the vest Let children who have vests wear them on a designated vest day. You can also make vests for children to decorate from
large paper shopping bags. You can divide them in the middle of a wide side and cut a circle shape on the bottom of the bag where the neck will go. Cut holes on each narrow side so that the arms pass. Let the children decorate them with, glitter, ribbon, leftover fabric, stamping vegetables, the possibilities are endless. Violets make violets with tissue paper and stems and sheets
of construction paper. Letter V Games and Activities Valentine's Day! You can make valentines and sing Valentine songs. Creative Writing and Mathematics: Brainstorming What's Your Favorite Vegetable? Draw an image of yourself enjoying your favorite vegetable and then write a sentence telling your picture. Make a graph on a large sheet of paper listing the names of the
vegetables on top and the numbers from 1 to 10 (or any number you choose) in a column on the left side. Give each child a sticky note to write their name. Children take turns placing their vote on the graph under their favourite vegetable. After everyone had a ride, read the chart to say which vegetable is the favorite of the class, which is the least favorite, who is the favorite of the
boys? Girls? Listen to violin music. Valentine Word Search Write down all the little words the class can make from the letters in the word Valentine and add them to a class list added to week. Veterinarian Visit an animal hospital or invite a veterinarian to talk to children about caring for their pets. V Guessing Game Play a word guesser game. All the words you guess should start
as Valentine. I like ice cream. My favorite flavour is - (vanilla) b. When we moved, our furniture went in a movement (van) v. Pumpkins grow on a vine (vigne) d. Peas, carrots and corn are (vegetables) e. When the mother cleans the carpet, she uses a holiday talk about the holidays that people have spent or read a children's book about someone going on vacation. Empty Let the
kids try to suck up the carpet (ha! that would be funny to watch). Or use pretending vacuum cleaners for children that you can put in the housekeeping center. Vase Have a vase on a V table with other objects. Let the children talk about the things they can put in the vase. If the weather is nice, go on a walk in nature and see if you can find something to put in it. The violets could
work! Vegetables Talk about different vegetables. Make a game of matching vegetables. Play vegetable games at circle time. Record voices on tape and see if children can recognize the voice they hear. Veterinary Setting up your drama center with a lab coat (an old white shirt would also help . . . with buttons), stethoscope, stuffed animals, table, etc. Read a vet's story. Video
game Let the kids play one on the computer. Viewfinder Get one for your class and let them look through it. Vineyard Show pictures of a vineyard and talk about how grapes grow in a vineyard. Violet Have a purple flower for kids to look at, or just pictures of one. Vision Talk about the 5 senses and how vision helps us see things. Vitamins Ask children if they take vitamins in the
morning. Volcano Make a volcano for the scientific part of your class. Show children pictures of real volcanoes. Volume Put measuring cups in a water tray and let the children measure the volume of the water. Volunteer Bring a volunteer from another location (perhaps a grandparent) into the classroom to help him or her for a day. Letter V Recipes and Snacks Snacks Vegetables
Velveeta Cheese Vienna Sausages Vegetable Soup Velvet Cake Vanilla Cookies Vanilla puddingVanilla Eat vanilla ice cream or cake. You can also have a cooking activity that you use vanilla in. Vermicelli Make a lunch with vermicelli noodles (Long thin threaded pasta). Talk about the funny name of the noodles. Letter V Songs, Poems and Finger Plays The Veterinarian (Tune:
Oh, My Darlin') Bring your dogs, bring your cats, bring your hamsters one by one. I take care of the animals, I am a veterinarian. Replace other animal names with the words dogs, cats and hamsters. I like to do the letter V (Tune: Pop! Goes The Weasel) I like to do the letter V For all the to see. (Form V with 2 fingers) V is for vinegar, V is for van, and V is for victory! Repeat by
substituting other words that start with V for the words vinegar and van. I'm A Great Big Vulture (Tune:I'm A Little Teapot) I'm a big vulture in the sky, flying in a circle, oh, so high. I love flying. Then down, I dive On the ground. Do you know my Valentine's Day? (Tune: Do You Know The Muffin Man?) Do you know my Valentine's Day, my Valentine's Day, my Valentine's Day? Do
you know my Valentine's Day? Its name is H-E-A-R-T (Tune: Bingo) There is a form and it means love and the heart is its name-o. H-E-A-R-T, H-E-A-R-T, H-E-A-R-T, And the heart is his name-o! Oh, Valentine (Tune: Oh, Christmas Tree) Oh, Valentine, oh, valentine I think you'll like my Valentine's Day. It's big, pink and lace, too. Three special words say: I love you. Oh Valentine,
oh Valentine I think you'd like my Valentine's Day. Will you be my Valentine's Day? (Synton: London Bridge) Will you be my Valentine's Day, Valentine, Valentine? You'll be my Valentine's Day, be a friend of mine? Stand in a circle and give a child a large decorated heart. While the children sing, he walks around the circle and chooses a friend to give heart to. Repeat the year until
everyone has a ride. Dear Reader: You can help us make this theme even better! All of our thematic ideas come from our imagination and from the submissions of readers.  Please use this form to contact us if you have any crafts, activities, games, recipes, songs or poems that you would like us to add to this theme. Visit our sister site ColoringBookFun.com where we have over
10,000 coloring pages for children and adults! Adults!
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